Chuck and Shirley Coburn:

Separate Paths Join as One
Chuck and Shirley Coburn are a
team ....personally and professionally .. Individuall y rhey do psychic readings and dream
work, but the two professions enhance each
other SO well that rhey provide a support for
the other's work.
Shirley has been doing dream work for
more than 5 years. As synchronicity would
have it. an introductory class by Aura Edwarns awakened in Shirley a fascination for
dreams and what deeper meaning they hold
for us. She immediately embarked on a 3
year program at the Delaney & Rowers
Professional Dream ~ Consultation Center
in San Francisco with Gayle Delaney, an
internationally ~recogn.ized authority on
dreams. As part of her work, Shirley has
appeared on a dream panel on the Oprah
Winfrey Show. Shirley holds dream study
classes and on-going dream groups to help
you open up to your inner world and find
answers.
Meanwhile, Chuck had been involved
in his construction business when he

at-

tended a rnccu ng and was encouraged 10 try
his psychic talents. A no-nonsense business

man, Chuck was skeptical, but a short induelion proved to him that he had talent in this
area. Through the last J 5 years, he has
developed his art through inner work and
study with numerous teachers and masters,
and decided a year ago to drop the construction work which was only bringing him
hassle, to devotehimselfto his psychic readmgs.
The duo work separately and in tandem
to offer new insight to their clients. Each
conduct private consultations - Chuck does
90 minute reading on psychic channeling in
the areas of life purpose, spiritual direction,
relationships, past lives and kartnic lessons,
health, present situations and communicalion with one's guides. Shirley facilitates
understanding of messages from dreams,
nightmares, precognitive dreams and recurring dreams, by analyzing personal association with dream symbols and imagery. Together the hold awareness retreats and are
available to speak to groups. In the fall of
1990 they arc taking a group for a two week
trip to Egypt on the Nile, metaphysically
exploring the ancient temples and cercmo-

nies to experience their original functions
as facilitators of the major human rites of
passage. The climax of the trip will be a
sunrise meditation between paws of the
giant Sphinx and private journey into the
King's chamber of Great Pyramid of Giza
to reenact sacred in itiation ceremonies. The
trip is organized by Visions, an international metaphysical travel agency and will
be guided by Hanaa Saad, metaphysician
and Egyptologist,
For more information call Chuck and
Shirleyat223-2131.
I have personally experienced their work and find them sincere
and perceptive with contagious enthusiasm
and deep levels of insight and knowledge.
In an atmospbere of Iigtuness and fun many
layers of.negauvity can be replaced with joy
and wisdorn.O PLP

